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Let A, B be two sets of distinct integers contained in the interval [ 1, x]. 
In a recent paper, Erdiis, Maier, and Sarkozy [4] considered F*(z), the 
frequency amongst all sums a + b with UE A, b E B of those for which 
@(a+ b) -log log x<z ,/G, where o(n) denotes the number of 
distinct prime divisors of the integer n. They showed that when the 
cardinalities JAI, IBI of the sets satisfy x*(IA] )B))-‘=0((1og1ogx)‘~*), 
then F,(z) is approximately Gaussian for large x. This is a variant 
of the celebrated result of Erdos and Kac [3]. Their. proof employs 
the Hardy-LittIewood circle method and reduces to the estimation of 
exponential sums in the manner of Vinogradov. 
In the present paper we improve their results by another method. For 
convenience Ii = 1 will denote log x, Z2 = log log x, and so on. 
THEOREM. Let 1 AJ 2 x exp( - ,Il~/* 13), 1 Bl2 x(log x)-‘. Then 
C(d--$=Ja e -“2’*dU~1+(loglogx)-“*+” 
uniformly in all real z, and x > 3. The implied constant depends only upon c 
and the positive value of E. 
Remark. The lower bound on max( IAI, 1 B) ) here is the best possible. 
There remains the possibility of improving the error term and reducing the 
lower bound on IBJ. 
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Proof: Without loss of generality we shall assume that A> G-“*. 
We begin by employing the general Kubilius model constructed in Elliott 
[ 1, Chapter 3, pp. 129-1321. Let G(z) be the frequency corresponding to 
F.Jz) when w(n) is replaced by o,(n), the function which counts the 
number of distinct prime divisors p, of n, which lie in the range 
Id < p < exp(l/l,), where d will presently be fixed independently of x. The 
role of the uj in that model is here played by the a + b. We set r = exp(l/l,), 
X= (Al (BI, q(u)=v-‘. Then the function S appearing there will be 
which does not exceed log r + 0( 1). If now W,, 1” <p < r, are independent 
random variables, distributed according to 
1 
w,= 
with probability i, 
0 with probability 1 -i, 
then 
1 W,=szJi;+l, 
/d<,v<r )I 
< 10 exp 
where ’ indicates that m is squarefree and made up of primes in the interval 
(r”, r]. The remainder R(m) is given by 
R(m)= C 1 - m-‘(Al IBl, 
n+b=O(modm) 
and the estimate (1) is valid for all r > 2, 8 max(log r, S) <log w. 
If we set w  = x1”*, the first error term at (1) is clearly O(l;&) for each 
fixed k > 0. 
To estimate the second error term at (1) we employ the representation 
where 
L(a) = 1 e2niro, 
LlEA 
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and N(a) is the exponential sum obtained by replacing A with B. Applying 
the elementary inequality 2ty < t2 +y2: 
We shall show that fixing d at a suitable value ensures that this final 
multiple sum is -% IAl (B( I-‘. Without loss of generality it will be enough 
to treat the terms involving N(a). 
The fractions s/m, 1 < s Q m, may be collected according to the value m/6 
of (s, m). For a fixed divisor 6 of m, the reduced fractions t/S, 
1~ t < 6, (t, 6) = 1 will occur just once. Thus 
Here a typical innersum is 
We put the 6 into two classes, according to whether w(6) > Klog log x, or 
not, where K is a positive parameter to be fixed presently. 
For every 6, an application of the Large Sieve (e.g., Elliott [2, Chap- 
ter 61) shows that 
-+(x+6)/B/ <x2, 
(I, a)= I 
so that the first class of 6, with o(6) the larger, contributes to the upper 
bound at (2) an amount 
Qx2f2-K12 c’8‘“(6) 6-l <X2112-Klog2 
6 
which is + IA) 1B) 1-l if K is fixed at a large enough value, depending only 
upon the constant c in the given lower bound for JBJ. 
For the 6 of the remaining class, the restriction ’ in the summation, 
together with the side condition 6 > 1, ensures that S > 1’. The 
corresponding contribution to the upper bound at (2) is thus 
4 14+ K’“g4-d(~ + -x2/3) IB( 
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by another application of the Large Sieve. Fixing d at a suitable value we 
obtain the estimate 
G(z) = P c wp<zJT;+r2 +O(l,‘), 
Ap<r > 
uniformly in z. 
We may estimate the distribution involving the random variables W, by 
a standard result of Berry, and Esseen [5]. For the new variables 
Z,=a-‘(W,-p-1) 
with 
f12=,dzsr f( 1 -f) (=12+0(/3)), 
the distribution function 
P c z,<z P.cpsr > 
differs from Y(z), the normal distribution with mean zero and variance 1, 
by 
Hence 
since 
Note 
cases 
To 
= Y(z) + o(131F1’2), (3) 
Y(z) has a derivative with respect to z that is uniformly bounded. 
that 0 =/i/2(1 + O(131;‘)), so that we may reduce ourselves to the 
14 <JT;. 
complete the proof of the theorem we shall show that 
F,(z) - G(z) 4 A+ l,l;“*. 
If an integer n does not exceed x, then the number of distinct prime 
divisors p > r which it may have is at most log n/log r < 13. Removing the 
restriction p<r in the definition of ml(n) changes G(z) by an amount 
which is << f31;1/2. Here we are using the uniformity of the estimate (3) 
with respect to z. 
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Next, let o*(n) denote the number of distinct prime divisors of the 
integer n which do not exceed Id. Then for any k < X, the number M(k) of a 
in A such that w2(u + k) > D = [~izIi/~] + 1 with r > 0 is not more than 
where the greatest prime factor of each u does not exceed I”, and the least 
prime factor of each u is larger than 1’. For the innersum the crude bound 
2x/u will suffice. Moreover 
with a sum d over the prime-powers that is I, + 0( 1). Altogether 
<x $ D4xexp(D(-logD+I,+0(l))), 
( ) 
so that in view of our lower bound on 1, fixing r at a sufficiently large 
value in terms of E ensures that 
This allows us to remove the condition p < Id in the definition of w,(n) in 
G(z), at an expense of < 1;’ + 1. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remarks. For a fixed positive ,U let Q denote the product of the primes 
not exceeding ~1, i/2 13. If we take for A and B the set of integer multiples of 
Q up to x, then lA( = JBJ = [x/Q], which by the prime number theorem is 
x exp( - (1 + o( 1)) ~1:‘~ 13). Every sum a + b with a in A and b in B is then 
divisible by Q, and applying the theorem to the sums Q-‘(a + b) shows 
that in this case 
(I-F,(2p))---& j2~e~“2~2du=~ j2Pe-Uz~2dt~+0(1) 
J- JLO 
as x + co. Since the normal law is no longer a good uniform 
approximation to the frequency distribution F,.(z), we see that the lower 
bound on IAl in the theorem cannot be essentially weakened. 
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It is possible that by allowing a larger error term, the present lower 
bound restriction x(log x)-~ on min( IAl, 1B1) could be weakened to xE for 
any fixed E > 0, or even further. 
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